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’ INTRODUCTION

The process of growth and division of preexisting mitochon-
dria that give rise to newmitochondria requires a constant supply
of proteins. Most of these proteins destined for the mitochon-
drial matrix or for the intermediate and inner membrane spaces
are primarily synthesized as larger precursor polypeptides whose
N-terminal extensions, which serve as the leader sequences, are
proteolytically removed by specific processing peptidase en-
zymes during or after the precursors have been imported into
mitochondria.1 Mitochondrial Processing Peptidase (MPP; EC
3.4.24.64) is a metallopeptidase that cleaves off most of the
N-terminal presequences from precursor proteins at single sites,2,3

while the innermembrane peptidase (IMP) andmitochondrial inter-
mediate peptidase (MIP) process only some of precursor proteins.4

Elimination of peptide chains presequences is required for
proper protein folding: otherwise enzymes are less active and less
stable thermodynamically.4,5 The MPP, therefore, plays a crucial
role in the life, hydrolyzing virtually all mitochondrial proteins
from the cytoplasm. Many human diseases are related to lack of
mitochondrial proteins encoded by the nucleus of the cell.4�6 An
alteration of the MPP feature leads to an accumulation of peptides
precursors in the matrix that results in a slowing of cell growth
and death.7�9

The MPP is a heterodimer enzyme that was first identified in
the mitochondria of Neurospora crassa,10 yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisiae,11 rat liver,12 and a few plants.13,14 Afterward, its pres-
ence was ascertained inmany other organisms.7,8,15�18 It consists
of α- and β-subunits whose localization is different dependently
on the considered organism. In plants, they are part of a bc1
respiratory chain complex. In yeast, one of the subunits is in the
matrix while the other continues to be part of the above-mentioned
bc1 complex. Finally, in animals andmushrooms they are present in
the matrix.7,8,10�18

Both α- and β-subunits, which a crystallographic study19 has
demonstrated to have nearly identical architecture, are essential
for MPP processing activity. In fact, they act cooperatively to
remove the presequences from the precursor proteins. In parti-
cular, α-MPP participates in the substrate recognition through
many binding sites negatively charged and present in its C-term-
inal domain19�24 and a highly conserved region rich in glycine
and histidine residues,4,19,25,26 and β-MPP is the catalytic subunit.27

The β-subunit also contains many conserved amino acid
residues that are important for substrate recognition.3,28,29 Over-
all, then, the two catalytic subunits form a cavity of negative
charge.12,14,30 In addition, the walls of the cavity also contain β-
sheet structures that make up a scaffold for the binding of substrate
via hydrogen bonds.14,29 This fits well with the fact that the pres-
equences have several residues both basic (positively charged) and
hydroxylated, but very rarely acidic (negatively charged).

The electrostatic interactions alone, however, do not explain the
specificity of the catalytic action of MPP: it is estimated that, in
mammals, the MPP processes to a single and clearly defined site
over 1000 presequences which have little in common in terms of
length (varying from 8 to about 69 amino acids) and primary struc-
ture. The MPP, therefore, must recognize structural elements.18,20

In particular, the presence of distal basic residues and of one
proximal to the cleavage site, connected by a region of variable
length but rather flexible,20,28,29,31�34 seems to be very important.

Many preproteins show, for the cleavage site, a pattern
consisting of the sequence RxVΦΨ, where V indicates the bond
to be hydrolyzed, R is an arginine residue, and Φ and Ψ are a
hydrophobic hindered and a hydrophilic residue, respectively.12,31�33

In some cases the arginine residue is located three amino acids
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prior to the cleavage site, while in other cases it is positioned 10
residues away from this; finally, in about one-third of the cases, it
is missing completely, indicating how the presence of this amino
acid can be important but not enough to guide the action of
MPP.4,35 In fact, wide interactions between enzyme and substrate
allow MPP to process with high specificity as well as those
preproteins that do not fully meet all requirements for catalysis.29

It was demonstrated that, although β-MPP is the catalytic
subunit, the recombinant subunit alone has no peptidase
activity.15,17,28,31,36,37

The subunits ofMPP also have significant sequence homology
both between them and with the pitrilysin endopeptidase
inverzincins family that includes Escherichia coli pitrilysin, the insulin
degrading enzymes, the N-arginine dibasic convertase.3,17,20,21,38

The characteristic HXXEH amino acidic sequence typical of
inverzincins is contained in the β-MPP subunit.19 Thus, to
perform its catalytic activity, the MPP requires a Zn2+ ion in
the absence of which the enzyme is inactivated. However, other
metal ions such as Mn2+, Co2+, Mg2+, Fe2+, and Ni2+14,17,18,20,38,39

seem to play a catalytic role although there is no direct evidence
for this, since it is not clear whether these ions might instead play
the role of effectors.

’COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The investigation of the catalytic mechanism of the Mitochondrial
Processing Peptidase (MPP) was performed at the density functional
theory (DFT) level by means of the GAUSSIAN 0340 suite of programs.
Structural characterization of the transition states and intermediates
along the reaction path was carried out using Becke’s three-parameter
hybrid exchange functional (B3)41 in connection with the correlation
functional of Lee, Yang, and Parr (LYP).42 The potential energy profile
for the reaction was determined at the same level of theory both in vacuo
and in protein environments.
Different basis sets,43 namely 6-31+G(d,p) and 6-31G(d,p), were

used in the calculations for treating atoms belonging to the first and
second coordination shells of a catalytic zinc ion, respectively. Instead,
the Stuttgart/Dresden (SDD) quasirelativistic pseudopotential was
chosen to describe the metal center.44,45

In order to verify if stationary points on the potential energy profile
had the minimum or transition state nature, vibrational frequency analysis
was done based on analytical second derivatives of the Hamiltonian at
the same level of theory.
Solvent effects were introduced as single-point calculations in the

framework of the self-consistent reaction field conductor-like polarizable
continuum model (SCRF-CPCM)46,47 using for the dielectric constant
the empirical value of ε = 4 to simulate the average effect of both the
protein and the water medium surrounding the protein itself.
In the CPCM method, the continuum is modeled as a conductor,

instead of a dielectric. This simplifies the electrostatic computations, and
corrections are made a posteriori for dielectric behavior. The UA0 radii
were used to build the cavity.48

In order to obtain more accurate energies in the gas phase and in the
protein environment, single-point calculations were performed on the
B3LYP optimized geometries using the MPWB1K exchange-correlation
meta-hybrid functional49 that recent works demonstrate to be very
powerful for reproducing with good accuracy experimental values in
other enzymatic studies50�52 and as able to provide kinetics features
especially as far as barrier heights are concerned.53�56

Active Site Model. A large quantum model was built up on the
basis of a recent X-ray structure of the enzyme�substrate complex
where the enzyme arises from the yeast and the substrate is the peptide
2�25 of subunit IV of cytochrome oxidase (COX IV; PDB code: 1HR8).

The obtained model, having a total charge equal to �1, consists of 161
atoms (see Scheme 1) with the zinc coordinated to three amino acid
residues (Glu150, His70, andHis74) and to a water molecule (or an OH
group) in an tetrahedral arrangement. Some second coordination shell
residues (Glu73, Glu143, Glu160) and the portion of a β-sheet placed
immediately above the catalytic site and interacting with the substrate
complete the model. β-Sheet residues are Thr103, Tyr102, and part of
Ala101. The C-terminus of the Thr103 is in the amide form, so as to
simulate the peptide bond, while the Tyr102 is modeled with an alanine
residue. Ala101 was truncated to the α-carbon. The nitrogen atom
connected to the C-terminus end of Thr103 and the methyl carbon
representative of the α-carbon of Ala101 were kept fixed in their original
X-ray positions during the optimization procedure.

Substrate is a presequence of four amino acids (Thr15, Arg16, Thr17,
and Leu18). Substrate N- and C- termini are given as a free amide and a
methyl-amide form, respectively. No approximations were introduced as
far as the tetrapeptide side chains are concerned.

Glu73 was documented as the residue that deprotonates the water
molecule in the first coordination sphere of zinc. In fact, in active sites of
enzymes, zinc is often bound to a water molecule involved in nucleo-
philic attack on a peptide carbonyl. The residue Glu160 on one side and
the Thr103-Tyr102-Ala101 tripeptide on the other side keep the
substrate in the right position. The Glu143 forms a salt bridge with
the His74 residue.

Only the side chains of the ligands were retained; thus imidazole ring
and acetate represent histidines and glutamates, respectively. To pre-
serve the overall active site structure and to avoid artificial movements of
various groups, some atoms were forced in their crystallographic
positions during the optimization. These are usually the positions where
the truncation of crystallographic structure is made (they are indicated
by stars in Scheme 1). Using this procedure, and hence reducing the
degrees of freedom of the molecular system, the model becomes slightly
more rigid than it should with important effects on the energetics.
However, it was demonstrated57 that these effects usually do not alter
significantly any conclusion concerning the working mechanism of the
enzyme. Another consequence consists of the appearance of small
imaginary frequencies, but these does not contribute to the zero-point
energies (ZPE) and thus can be tolerated. However, they make the
calculations of harmonic entropy effects inaccurate. Therefore, entropy
was not considered in the present study.

’RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The steps involved in the whole process and determined
through our calculations are sketched in Scheme 2. The potential

Scheme 1. Active Site Model for Mitochondrial Processing
Peptidase Enzymea

a Substrate is in red. Stars indicate atoms kept fixed during the optimizations.
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energy profile obtained in the protein environment will be the
only object of the present discussion, for the considered catalytic
cycle is depicted in Figure 1. Stationary point equilibrium struc-
tures are reported in Figures 2 and 3.

Optimization of the enzyme�substrate (ES) complex of MPP
has allowed observation of some structural peculiarities such as
the short distance, about 1.367 Å, between the zinc bound
hydroxide and the proton extracted by Glu73, which suggests
the likely the presence of an activated water molecule rather than
a real hydroxide ion as a fourth ligand of the zinc ion, and the ap-
pearance of a hydrogen bond, little more than 2.10 Å long, between
the carbonyl oxygen of Thr17 and the hydrogen atom of Leu18.

After the enzyme�substrate complex, we find the first transi-
tion state (TS1) in which the zinc bound hydroxide leads a
nucleophilic attack on the substrate Thr17 carbonyl carbon
(C�OH = 1.730 Å). The hydroxyl ion moves away from Zn2+

(Zn2+�OH = 2.831 Å), and the hydrogen bond that it forms
with Glu73 lengthens to about 0.2 Å. The distance between the
carbonyl oxygen and amide hydrogen of Thr17 shortens to 1.932 Å,
suggesting a possible stabilizing effect of the incipient negative
charge on the carbonyl carbon of the substrate by this residue which
thus plays a role similar to that of Tyr831 in the Insulin Degrading
Enzyme (IDE).58 From an energy point of view, the TS1 is
20.4 kcal/mol above the ES complex (Figure 1). The imaginary

Scheme 2. Proposed Catalytic Cycle for Mitochondrial Processing Peptidase
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vibrational frequency whose value is 213i cm�1 corresponds to
the stretching of both Zn2+�OH (that is breaking) and C�OH
(that is forming) bonds.

The TS1 evolves, then, in the first intermediate (INT1)
which is structurally similar to it but more stable by about
4 kcal/mol. In INT1, we can observe further lengthening

Figure 1. Energetic profile for the reaction catalyzed by MPP in protein environment.

Figure 2. B3LYP optimized geometries of ES, TS1, INT1, and TS2. Only the hydrogen atoms bound to heteroatoms are reported. Distances are in Å.
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of Zn2+�OH (3.084 Å) and shortening of C�OH (1.511 Å)
bonds.

After INT1, it follows the second transition state (TS2) in
which the hydrogen bond between Glu73 and the OH group
linked to the substrate carbonyl weakens (2.143 Å) while the
other two new hydrogen bonds (between the OH group of
the Glu73 residue and the nitrogen atom of the leaving group
(2.097 Å), and theOH group linked to the carbonyl and the other
oxygen atom of the same Glu73 (2.455 Å)) begin to form. The
final structure of TS2 is a consequence of the rotational move-
ment of Glu73 which occurs at 110i cm�1 allowing this residue to
assume a suitable orientation to give rise to the just cited inter-
actions. TS2 lies 7.7 kcal/mol above the previous INT1.

Next to TS2, in the INT2 intermediate, the network of hydrogen
bonds between the Glu73 and the substrate consolidates. Among
these bonds, that between the OH group of the Glu73 residue and

the nitrogen atomof the leaving group appears to be sensibly shorter
(1.618 Å). The oxygen of the carbonyl does not interact more with
the amide hydrogen of the Leu18 but interacts weakly with the side
chain of Thr17 (2.662 Å). Energetically this structure is more stable
than the previous TS2 by approximately 13.9 kcal/mol.

The next step of the mechanism involves a proton shift from
Glu73 to the nitrogen atom of the leaving group to form the
intermediate INT3. The third transition state TS3 is located just
0.3 kcal/mol above the preceding INT2 and occurs at the
imaginary frequency of 1389i cm�1.

Glu73 is now strongly hydrogen bonded (1.306 Å) to the
nitrogen atom of the substrate.

In INT3, the proton of Glu73 is completely linked to the
nitrogen atom of the substrate but keeps the hydrogen bond with
the oxygen of the glutamate residue. This last bond is 1.600 Å
long. The peptide C�N bond that must be broken appears to be

Figure 3. B3LYP optimized geometries of INT2, TS3, INT3, TS4, and PROD.Only the hydrogen atoms bound to heteroatoms are reported. Distances
are in Å.
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sensibly elongated passing from a value of 1.529 Å in INT2 to
1.622 Å in INT3 while the C�OH distance shorten by about
0.05 Å. INT3 is more stable than TS3 by 6.3 kcal/mol.

The peptide bond continues to gradually grow in TS4 (2.082 Å).
In addition, in TS4, the hydrogen bond between the side chain of
Thr17 and the oxygen of the carbonyl loosens, to break defin-
itively in the products. The value of the imaginary frequency at
which the stretching of the peptide bond occurs is 141i cm�1.
From an energy point of view TS4 is approximately 3.3 kcal/mol
above the INT3.

FromTS4we finally arrive at the products (PROD), where the
peptide bond is hydrolyzed (4.088 Å), while the proton is trans-
ferred from the OH group of the carbonyl to the Glu73 residue.

Products are more stable on TS4 by 16.8 kcal/mol.
The reaction is exothermic to just under 10 kcal/mol. The

highest barrier (20.4 kcal/mol) corresponds to the nucleophilic
attack of zinc bound hydroxide to the Thr17 carbonyl of the
substrate that hence represents the rate-limiting step for the
process. This result is qualitatively similar to that found in the case
of IDE analogous enzyme,58 but in this case the height of the barrier
falls just within the limits of the catalytic event. The Glu73 residue,
as it happens in the case of IDE, acts either as a general base pro-
moting the formation of a hydroxyl or at least activating the water
molecule or as a proton shuttle favoring the expulsion of the leaving
group. Instead, the role played in the IDE by Tyr831 can be played
in theMPP by themain chain of the substrate and by the side chain
of Thr17.

In an attempt to verify the reliability of the B3LYP energy
barrier for the slowest step in the mechanism of MPP, we have
performed new calculations using the MPWB1K functional that
was explicitly designed for the determination of the energy barriers.49

The energetic profile we have obtained is reported in Figure 4
and compared with the previous B3LYP one.

As we can see the MPWB1K functional gives rise to a path
systematically more favorable from a kinetic point of view (about
8 kcal), but similar to the thermodynamic one.

In particular, the barriers corresponding to the nucleophilic
attack (12.4 kcal/mol) and to the Glu73 rotation (12.8 kcal/mol)
differ by only 0.4 kcal/mol. The MPWB1K values of activation
energies seem to be more appropriate than the B3LYP ones for a
catalytic process, but the small energy difference between TS1
and TS2 in this case prevents us from identifying with certainty

what is the rate-limiting step of the reaction. In fact, this can
derive from the uncertainty inherent in the used method.

As far as the different evaluation of energy barriers in the two
approaches is concerned we would underline that, since the new
energetic values are the results of single-point calculations on the
gas-phase B3LYP optimized structures, the discrepancy could
come from the lack of geometry optimization.

The absence of any experimental information on the working
mechanism of the studied enzyme does not help us to solve the
dilemma. We, however, think that the introduction of geometry
optimization in the MPWB1K computations can reduce the
quantitative disagreement between the two sets of results since,
despite the documented limits of the B3LYP approach, numer-
ous studies exist that testify to its reliability in describing the
enzymatic catalytic processes.58�67

’CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have investigated, at the density functional
level of theory and in the framework of the cluster approach, the
mechanism of hydrolysis of the Thr15-Arg16-Thr17-Leu18
tetrapeptide by Mitochondrial Processing Peptidase, building
up an active-site model extracted from the yeast enzyme crystal
structure consisting of 161 atoms and having a charge of �1.

The stationary points along the reaction path were all localized
and characterized in the gas phase and protein environment.
Based on these calculations, we are now able to provide a probable
hypothesis of the reaction mechanism followed by MPP.

The actual process begins with the nucleophilic attack (TS1)
by a zinc bound hydroxide, generated by the deprotonation of a
water molecule by the Glu73 amino acid residue (ES), to a sub-
strate carbonyl carbon. The consequent geometry reorganization
that we can observe in the first intermediate (INT1) allows the
key residue Glu73, which works as a shuttle, to assume the right
orientation (TS2) to transfer a proton to the nitrogen atom of the
peptide bond that will be hydrolyzed. In the next intermediate
(INT2), this proton appears still shared between the acceptor
amide nitrogen and donor Glu73 oxygen (TS3), while it is
completely transferred to the nitrogen in the following step
(INT3). The proton transfer weakens the C�N peptide bond
(TS4) that we find definitively broken into the product (PROD).

Figure 4. Comparison between B3LYP and MPWB1K energetic profiles for the reaction catalyzed by MPP enzyme.
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Except for the presence of an INT3-TS4 extra step, the rest of
the suggested mechanism is similar to that proposed for the IDE,
an enzyme which belongs to the same inverzincins subfamily.

B3LYP computations indicate that the rate-determining step
of the reaction, which is exothermic by about 10 kcal/mol, is the
nucleophilic attack that entails an expense of 20.4 kcal/mol. The
use of the most recent MPWB1K functional, which usually
determines energy barriers with greater precision if compared
to those obtained at B3LYP level and is recommended as
particularly suitable for the treatment of weak interactions where
B3LYP shows much less accuracy, leads to an energetic path
whose stationary points, except for the product, lie about 8 kcal/
mol below those obtained at the B3LYP level. The barriers for
TS1 and TS2 are significantly lower but of the same order of size.
For this reason we are not able to propose the rate-determining
step in this case. However, the lack of geometry optimization
itself suggests caution in evaluating theMPWB1K results. On the
other hand, you should not underestimate the MPWB1K indica-
tion concerning the height of barriers, since the B3LYP activation
energy value for the slowest step of the reaction appears to be
slightly above those allowed for a catalytic process.

The role of the twomost active amino acid residues in themecha-
nism was fully defined by our results. In particular, the Glu73 acts
either as a general base generating the hydroxide nucleophile or as a
proton shuttle favoring the expulsion of the leaving group. Thr17
serves to anchor the substrate and together with it stabilize the
incoming negative charge that forms upon nucleophilic attack on
the carbonyl carbon of the substrate.

To our knowledge, ours is the only hypothesis concerning the
catalytic mechanism followed by theMPP enzyme in hydrolyzing
peptide chains present in literature. We hope that it will be useful
for other future theoretical and experimental investigations.
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